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This book presents graphically
a regional

and without too many bewildering

system of freeways.

mitted for consideration
Official adoption

A freeway

statistics, the need for

plan which is believed to meet this need is sub-

by citizens of the region.

of this Plan of Freeways as a part of the Master Plan for the Los Angeles

Region is urgently needed

in order that the development

of detailed

has been made by the Regional

Planning

alinements

may be

Commission

in fulfill-

begun without delay.
The plan here presented

ment of an order of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, given on July 13, 1936.
It is one of the results obtained
combination

of several

substantial

adopted

Routes proposed

would obviously contribute
to be of more immediate
remaining

Project, and is 'also a

in the plan of the Transportation

by the Los Angeles

work and study already

have therefore

Planning

lans that have been worked out bX various agencies,

in the body of the report.
Board and

from the Transportation

City Planning

done.

Any freeway

much to regional
importance

been designated

Commission,

convenience,

are

as noted

Engineering
the result of

in the system there

proposed

but certain of the routes appear

to the region as a whole than do others, and they

in this Regional Plan. This action does not imply that the

routes in the "city" plan should be ignored, but that they may be added ·to the

freeway system, when appropriate.
The Commission acknowledges

gratefully

these contributions

as well as those of the Plan-

ning Commission of Long Beach, the City Engineers of Los Angeles and Long Beach, the
Division of Highways of the State Department
tration,

the Central

of Public Works, the Work Projects Adminis-

Business District Association,

the Haynes

Foundation,

the Southern

California Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, and many other official and civic
organizations.
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,The criticism, suggestions
greatly

The coordination
Ruchti, then head

in the preparation

of proposals

interest

Consultant,

in planning

extended

by these

of this Regional Plan.

from these many

of the Land Planning

I. S. Shattuck, Transportation

and

sources

was accomplished

Division of the Regional
made a substantial

of this report as a part of his duties in direction

Planning

contribution

of the Transportation

by Werner
Commission.

in the formulation
Planning

Project.
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ALL

MOTORISTS

IN

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

...

and this means all of us, have for many years

felt the need for some superior
ways in this region
highways.

form of motor-

to supplement

The tremendous

the existing

number of delays and

accidents which have grown out of the indiscriminate
traffic, heavy and
traffic regulations

light vehicles,

numberless

and jurisdictional

mixture of through and local

crossings

at grade,

attitudes toward roadway

vinced all parties - motorist and pedestrian,

uncoordinated

standards

have con-

truck driver and traffic officer - that

something drastic would have to be done, even though they haven't always agreed
on the solution.
But, for at least ten years, leading planners and traffic engineers have been describing and urging development

of freeways:

parkways

or other named special ways

which would physically prevent traffic conflict and keep vehicles moving freely.
Travelers to the east have found on the parkways
Connecticut

freedom

from the usual annoyances.

caused many of our California

some years ago.

This pleasant

motorists to reconsider

often proudly called "our most highly perfected
time when California

of New York, New Jersey
experience

York World's Fair of 1939-1940

has

the merits of what they had

system of highways."

There was a

really led the nation in fine highway development.

The Bel Geddes

and

That was

designs in the General Motors Exhibit at the New

generated

enthusiasm

which spread

to all corners

of America, and Americans turned a hopeful eye toward the tomorrow when such
"fantastic"

highways

and the communities designed about them would be a reality.

The interest and enthusiasm
the partly completed

expressed

Cahuenga

by users of the Arroyo Seco Parkway

and

Parkway, reflect the attitude of motorists in all parts

of the land as this type of motorway is introduced

here.

We must not permit this interest to wane - we must not allow this potent support
to disappear
·transportation

- we must take heroic measures
problem.

to solve this increasingly

important

/

What

•

IS

a Freeway?

.•

.. A freeway is a channel, exclusively for
the movement of motor vehicles,

separated
from adjoining
physical barriers,

property

by

through which mgress and egress are
prohibited.

The freeway provides for uninterrupted traffic flow by division of
opposed p(Jrallel traffic streams and

separation
of cross traffic with
properly designed entrances and
xits at reasonably spaced Intervals .

. . .. and parkways ...
may fit this same definition, although they differ from freeways in that they are generally
considered as scenic or recreational drives passing through park-like strips of generous
width and frequently connecting park or recreation areas. Parkways may also provide
not only pavement, for the movement of pleasure cars·, but also bridle paths, cycling and
walking ways.
The term Parkway, as used in the recent reports on this subject by the Transportation
Engineering Board and City Planning Commission of Lds Angeles, is identical with the word
Freeway as used herein.

In either case .•.
the freeway does, and the
means of removing many of
of the traditional highway ..
to the Los Angeles region is

parkway may, offer practical
the unsatisfactory characteristics
To develop and apply this idea
the purpose of this report.

why we need a
FREEWAY
SYSTEM
. In the year immediately preceding America's entry into World War II,
approximately
one and one-third million motor vehicles were registered in this county. The money· spent for gasoline, oil, tires,
and repairs on these vehicles, figured at two cents per mile, amounts
to more than 200 million dollars per year. There were then in the
county some 13,000 miles of streets and highways representing an
investment of almost 600 million dollars for acquisition and construction, and costing 10 million dollars per year for their improvement, maintenance, and upkeep.
The automobiles of the county traveled ten and one-half billion
miles per year on these highways, at a general average rate of
speed estimated at only fifteen miles per hour. These automobiles
were involved in thousands of accidents in 1941 which took a toll
of 1,103 lives and 29,740 injured.
The National Resources Planning Board says, in Transportation and
National Policy, "Analysis of traffic in cities indicates that average
speed will drop as low as 4V2 miles per hour during hours of congestion in business districts. Recent urban speed investigations in Boston
indicated that the average trip speed was 8V2 miles per hour.
"The economic loss from congestion and frequent stops ... has been
determined by vehicle-operating-cost
comparisons.
Traffic tests in
Boston revealed that during hours of congestion the test car ran 12.1
miles per gallon in contrast to 18.2 miles without traffic interference
... the additional gasoline cost resulting from traffic delays on the
streets investigated, amounts to about $18,000 per mile per year ...
"Comparisons have been made between vehicle-operating
characteristics on the German freeways and the older highways ....
Instruments were installed to record the number of times the speed changed
more than 6l,4 m.p.h., and how many times the steering wheel was
turned more than 2.3 inches .... Manipulations of the steering wheel
were 570 on the highway to 1 on the freeway, and there were 440
speed changes during the trips on the ordinary highway. The brakes
were used 491 times on the highway and three times on the freeway."
It can be seen then, that:
(1) The automobile, the roadways, and the allied industries connected with the automobile form a going concern of major proportions.
(2) The money already expended for highways is a staggering
amount ($600,000,000),
and if presented at one time as a possible

been

have

they
"Studies in New England,

comparing

Post Road, have demonstrateci

operations

tested

on the Merritt Parkway and the old Boston

that the presence of 116 traffic lights on a 48-mile section of

the Post Road required 41 stops, or nearly 1 per mile. Comparing this situation with the free
flow of traffic on the parkway,

it Was estimated

that for the trip between

Pelham Manor;

N.Y., and Milford, Conn., the gasoline cost would be the same at 52 miles per hour on the
parkway as at 25 miles per hour on the Post Road; and that the parkway
being two miles longer (55.5 miles, compared
Transportation

and Notional

with

in America.
realize

pride
One

its value

to the existing

the
need

for its freeway

finest,

safest

system

are

New

part

system, and
of motorways

but use this system

to the entire
routes

with 53.5 miles) would save 40 minutes./I

Policy .

. . . has spent ov:=r $600,000,000
displays

of freeways

York region.

of its post war

to

Additions

public

works

program.

· ..

has developed

freeway
reduced
system

its Outer

system,
the

and

pressure

of terminal

development

Drive and
found

of the

facilities

plan.

has justified

has

traffic
was

The safety

the construction

that

other

portions

they

have

entering

included
record

the

of a

greatly
Loop.

A

in the Lake front
of the

Outer

Drive

costs.

· .. recently completed
the now famous 160-mile Turnpike
between Harrisburg
and Pittsburgh, reducing travel time by
many hours. Operating
as a toll road the Turnpike appears
at present

to be paying

for itself and eventually

will become

a public thoroughfare.

· .. first experienced
the benefits of a freeway in 1940 when
the Arroyo Seco Park";"ay was opened for use. This 9-mile
section
and

of freeway

Los Angeles

reduced
to twelve

traveling
minutes

time between
at legal

speeds.

trip, in spite of

Pasadena

"A proposed
parkways
.
region
...
along

th'ree

routes

and

complete
system of
.'.
for the entire
is grouped
chiefly
main
six

east

north

and
and

west
south

routes.
. . . The
aggregate
length of the proposed
routes is
440 miles."
Porks, Playgrounds
For The Los Angeles

The principal

features

Parks, Playgrounds
developed
parkway
Thereafter

system in this area

have been advocated

many times.

and Beaches report of 1930 (Citizens Committee
Plan) had
plan which shows striking likeness to more recent proposals

all general

parkways
by taking

of a freeway

plans

for a County

highway

system always

included

and Beaches
Region, 1930

The

a completely
for freeways.

proposals

for such

and highways along our rivers, where interference
from cross traffic could be avoided
the parkways under the river bridges.
Even earlier, in 1924, voters of the city of Los

Angeles had adopted
a Major Traffic Street
San Fernando Valley to the harbor."

Plan

including

a "River

truck

speedway

from

the

During 1933 professional
planners were describing
and calling for the establishment
of a new
type of parkway
which they called freeway and which had been completely
defined and
described
by Edward M. Bassett. The 1934 sessions of the California Planners' Institute made
the first organized
effort to procure state legislation
for the establishment
of freeways,
and in
September
of that year the cities of Pasadena
and South Pasadena
approved
the plans for the
Arroyo Seco Parkway prepared
by the Los Angeles County Regional Planning Commission.
Acceptance

of the freeway

principle

was urged

in the Automobile

Club Traffic

Survey

of 1937

and more completely
developed
in the Transportation
Engineering Board's Report of 1939 and
the subsequent
modificatiol1 of that plan by the Los Angeles City Planning Commission.
Actual
construction of some portions of freeways by the State Highway Department
gave the greatest
impetus

to the movement

and

popular

accepta

nce of the idea.

"These motorways
should be developed
upon a right of way of
not less thon 360 feet in width
through
residential
territory ....
The center
portion
of the rightof-way should
be paved
to accommodate

from

lanes
with
rier
dividing
of traffic."

four

a physical
opposing

to

six

barlanes

Traffic Survey, 1937,
Automobile
Club of
Southern
California.

:1111

"The plan provides for a system
of radial
parkways
from
the
central
part of Las Angeles into
all parts of the region,
readily
accessi~le to suburban communities

as

well

as

commercial

and

industrial cen~ers.
It provides
essential
by-pass routes around
con~e')ted

centers,

and

well

place.] routes across the city and
region."
A Parkway
Plan for
the City of Las Angeles
and
the Metropolitan
Area, Dept. of
City Planning,
1941.

Again, in 1941, the Regiol'1al Planning Commission's report on a
this comment relative

to the growing

recognition

conclus;"on is that as the population
one of two eventualities
mobiles to population,
necessarily

will

of the highway

a program

and

partially

of freeway

building

upon winning

the war.

But freeway

planning

In the first place, a network of military

A system of freeways,
materials

ways were in existence now they would
and with greater

safety.

been so recognized
The rationing

expected.

and

and finally

the immediate

But this reduction

what quickly

after

assist in carrying

program

in two different

even for a short time.
link war indus-

is a necessary factor to the imin operation,

disrupting

out the war

strategic

would

civilian
effort

materials,

permit unin-

activity.

If free-

more efficiently

however,

limits

new

projects have

of traffic,

of gasoline, has, of course, notably
need for

new

due to artificial

road

building

restrictions,

for freeways

reduced the total load

that

would

normally

be

may come to an end somemay soon be more

This leads to the second and more important

pressing

way in which the

is vital to conduct of the war.

Planners are included
ning the war

dropped;

In the Detroit region two such freeway

the war, and the local demand

than we have so far dreamed.
freeway

if already
greatly

be concentrated

and constructed during the past year.

of rubber,

on the highways

without

efforts

more efficiently

operations -

The necessity of conserving

construction to only the most vital projects.

to have been interrupted

completely,

highways - which would

mediate conduct of the war.

movements of men and

appear

be dropped

and areas of military

terrupted

would

has not been actually

tries, centers of transportation

of auto-

freeways, which will

long before that time."

that all of the nation's

in the war effort and cannot

"The inescapable

in the proportion

system by supplemental

completed

made

passes from four to six millions,

have to be faced - a drastic reduction

or the relief

since the end of 1941, with events demanding

ways it is important

Area

Highways

of

of the need for freeways:

of the Metropolitan

have been undertaken

This progress toward

Master Plan

among

is only half

the many

the battle -

public

leaders who are constantly

that winning

insisting that

the peace is the other half.

win-

Now
. . . the
include
will be
County.
planned

Is The Time

To Plan ...

procedure and projects that will be needed after the war. The readjustments will
a staggering employment problem as industrial workers ar:'ld military personnel
discharged in large numbers. This problem will be extremely acute in Los Angeles
A large part of the readjustment can, and probably must, be made through a
public works program, but time for planning then will be "too little and too late."

President Roosevelt has called for a schedule of needed public works at all levels of
government, to be used for taking up the slack during the period of change from war to
ace industry. Mayor Bowron, of Los Angeles, has well stated the case from the view of
g range planning: "We are, of course, more immediately concerned with the post-war
riod, when, it is hoped, we may do those things not merely to give employment or bee se of economic demands of the time
t t t we may build for the future in accordance
w h a predetermined plan and know w
w are doing as we take each step."
oyor, emphasize

this view. "When the
of people,
e economy. An important public wo
vate capital, but one that should be of
private enterprise programs)
ndreds

of

thousands

That other communities are striving to
ident's request is evident from this
condensation
from the same Report
oyor: " ... 'vVe 'are encouraged
I::)
earnestness with which many leaders thro gHout the nation are approaching
pos
problems, the variety of ideas, and the a ertness of important Qnd not so important p
... Indication of that earnestness an a ertn"'Efs s seen in the activities of over a hun re
agencies, governmental and private ... still mainly in the formative or discussion st ge
but much data is gathered and methods of procedure are in the making, as witness aluminous reports issued by the National Resources Planning Board, the works program 0 the
City of New York and several others, opinions voiced by officers of the National Ass
tion of Manufacturers, the Urban Land Institute, the National Planning Association a
Regional Plan Association of New York. All are concerned with the primary task of creating
better living standards."

A freeway plan should be an integral and important part of the program for Los Angeles
County.
A freeway system is one of the few items of public works definitely needed in this locality
and of such a scale as to be suitable for absorption of large quantities of both men and
materials. We have no Boulder Dams nor Golden Gate Bridges to build in this immediate
vicinity. Badly needed shoreline protection and flood control works can be extensive as
well as socially profitable but will not call for labor or materials in the quantity necessary
to meet transition conditions.
Housing - building adequate homes for our still growing population in the right location will perhaps create an even larger demand for labor and materials. Preparation of plans
and a program for extensive housing development is, however, a subject in itself and beyond the scope of this report. And regardless of the magnitude of a housing program,
freeways will be needed to provide transportation
facilities adequate
for areas of new
housing as well as for already developed areas.
Construction of a system of freeways covering the entire region will require the services of
thousands of men as well as construction machinery and materials in vast amounts. The
production of these machines and materials will themselves constitute a secondary source of
employment of considerable importance.
n order to make such projects possible when they are needed, it is imperative that suffiCle t plans be prepared well in advance.
rious agencies that will carry out the
plans must have examined, criticized, re
nd accepted them and made cost estimates
The legislatiye bodies of the city, county, s
and federal governments must be read
wi
unds to set the projects in motion
maps, working drawings, detail
aqoura e estimates of quantities of ma
Is' II
r must be all but finished by t fime
the war ends. In many instances nec ~soryla"d shO Id be acquired, even before the or
ends, while conditions for purchase
r favorab
f r saving public funds. In fact, so
fr way rights-of-way are being aC i
An her effect of the war and its clos
ti n,..· The further development of ai
that
ir travel will take in our natio
me iean Aviation for January 1, 1943
Cr SI
a
this point:
the automobil ondtr
irpl ne .... They operate to each 0
's ad
ai planes suitable for carrying p
an
ct:lS omed to traveling by air will deman
- a
tw en air terminals and their urban d stin
j~ this facility, now lacking, will be r d
II

•••

I
of war, then, it is our duty to pr
r a
to a normal volume of auto
usage by planning for safer, more efficient means of travel. An adequate system of freeways will play a large part in this vital development.

/

In short ...

Traffic requirements are not adequately met
by ordinary highways with their grade intersections, left turns, stop signals and usual
congestion.

Freeways - free from these obstructions - provide for
safe, rapid movement of people a~d goods.

"
The need for freeways has been apparent
for many years.

Numerous civic organ"izations have urged the construction of a freeway system to relieve the wasteful
traffic congestion in this area.

Construction of freeways, other than those
of immediate military need, will be restricted for the duration of the war.

A few freeway routes, serving particularly vital sections of industry and defense, might be considered
a war necessity.

PLANS
for FREEWAYS
SHOULD

BE PREPARED

... so that a post-war public works program
can be established.

A freeway system is a large-scale, long-range planning project - requiring great numbers of men and
great quantities of material.
Freeway construction
will provide Cl useful public works program when
it is needed in solving employment problems caused
by the transit·ion from war to peace.

Continuing decentralization threatens harmful results unless it is planned.

Satellite communities, well planned within themselves
and in relation to a freeway system can provide a
better way of living and still preserve the social and
economic advantages
of the urban center.

Final

" anticipation of aviation as a maior influence in our time,
"in

freeways wiJl be necessary to provide for an efficient means of dis"
tribution of pa~ple and goods from air terminals to centers of urban
development.
. . . But a glance
at the huge
landing
field
below
and
at the
landscape
round obout tells us that
we

are

at

the

nerve

center

of

the

airplane
capital
of America.
Giant
passenger
planes
and midget
taxi
planes
land
and
take
off every
minute or two.
Buses and private
automobiles
arrive
and depart
in
steady
streams
along
super motor·
ways connecting
the airport
with
every important
point in the county.
Since the days of the Second World
War,
when
our
aircraft
industry
gained
ascendency
over all other
local· industries, aviation has assumed
a dominant
position in the life of the
ntire community."

In order to steer a steady course during the period following
presentation

of the plan for freeways,

further critical study, probably
pressures

of expediency,

this

when it will be subjected

to

to successive revisions and finally to

it is necessary

that a consistent freeway

policy be followed.

Adherence to a carefully defined policy will make it possible to progress on a
rational, basic program for freeways even before the ultimate plan is completely
defined. This policy should be based upon all the logical reasons for the system as a
whole and upon analysis of experiences here and in the east. It should further include
generous standards covering questions of location, relation to the general land use
plan, essential features of design, terminal facilities, acquisition, financing and
programming.
Both in drafting the plan as a whole, and in considering specific
projects, clearly stated policy will make it possible to evaluate alternate or conflicting
proposals and finally clear the way to a satisfactory decision and agreement.
In the matter of location, first attention must be given to the search for routes In
position to give relief to areas where the greatest need existed prior to 1942, the
last date for which normal traffic data are available.
Second only to this consideration of greatest need is consideration of two classes of
routes that may normally be expected to develop either first or most easily. These
are eithe~:
a-those

where

"natural"

routes

coupled with unquestioned
b-those

present

outstanding

advantages

usefulness or evidence of need; or

where some work already

accomplished

calls for completion

in order to derive full benefit from initial investment.

The Arroyo

Seco was a perfect

of the property
the

arroyo

was already

minimized

solutions of grade
were

easily

Pasadena

Hollywood

property

separation

adaptable.

The

and Los Angeles

The connection

between

Parkway

Ana Freeway,

example
in public

and

damage

problems;
traffic

of the "natural"
ownership;
and

type:

made

possible

and several existing

value

of

this

Cahuenga

the present terminus

is an outstanding

example

of
easy

bridges

route

was never subject to intelligent

the existing

much

the character

between
question.

Pass portion

of

the

of the Ramona-Santa

of the second type.

•

Early consideration of these two classes of routes is not mere opportunism; they comprise
projects of such great valu'e, vigor, persistence and usefulness that they are bound to
come, plan or no plan. C:onsequently they form an important part of the nucleus or core
of any plan that could be successfully developed. Their importance, early in the planning
stage, is that they will influence profoundly the direction and location of other routes which
are not in themselves so easily determined. A suggested new route, considered alone, might
appear to have few advantages,
but when its connection to one of the "inevitable" ones is
considered it is ,immediately seen to be tremendously useful.

•

The exact location of routes depends on many factors including relationship to communities, topographic features, engineering and economic feasibility and social values. The
number of freeways alone is of little consequence and will not determine an adequate
system, for adequacy also depends on connections, service and standards of design.

•

Again, the exact location of any route will also depend in many instances on special or
unusual f~ctors. 'For example, availability of land between blocks, in abandoned railroad
rights-of-way or even in existing streets, may determine the cheapest or best route for a particular section which in turn becomes the controlling factor for a much larger section. A
decision should be made only after detailed studies, route by route, have resulted in a complete evaluation of alternatives.

•

Every effort should be made to guarantee that a given freeway shall be so located as to
serve, not isolate nor divide, any community along its course. It is important in
choosing an exact alinement to avoid creating conditions that will prevent the normal
development of bordering lands. This consideration is subject to the widest possible variations, dependent upon possible and best uses of the land concerned.
It is a problem of
planning technique and cannot be described in words in the space available here.

•

Alinement studies will not always seek the shortest distance between communities to be
served, as in the case of the average highway. Instead they will attempt to find the route
most advantageous
in by-passing congested centers and in providing opportunities for such
details as grade separations and easily understood interchange structures.

•

The freeway system, in addition to giving service within the region, must also provide adequate connection to the state and national system of freeways, as outlined 'in 1939 in
Toll Roads and Free Roads, report of the Public Roads Administration.
This means recognizing the established main routes of vehicular traffic at points of entry to the region and
providing access from them to the interior network.
The freeway plan here presented
does make these connections.

•

Such planning on a broad scale is no easy matter. Habitual intercommunity travel by automobile, as determined by traffic surveys, provides some basis for estimating the needs of
various areas, but the creation of freeways will in itself bring new possibilities for the use
of land in a given area. Provision for service to airports or other mass transportation Terminals, as well as other objectives beyond the immediate district being studied, will in many
cases require routes where local need would not justify them.

The freeway

should be DESIGNED as

a carrier of thru traffic exclusively •• '.

...

incorporating
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Provision of additional
parking
area or distributor
streets demanded for the users of the freeways is properly a portion of the freeway
program,

and
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mercial, industrial or recreational
be equipped
with such terminal

accordingly.

Intensive

com-

developments
served by freeways must
facilities before the freeway system can

function at its best.
The prime function of freeways is to provide for safe, uninterrupted,
rapid
movement of individually operated vehicles.
This is fundamental.
If freeways

are

to be limited

only regulations

need

areas

and

designed

contemplate
traffic,
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and

to usage

be on speed
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for that

use of certain

the design,

by light "pleasure"

and the limitation
purpose.

routes,
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But the freeway
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to certain
plan

must
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vary
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Except for a few routes
be such that
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ways

rapid

of very special

transit
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be designed

transit
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investment.
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so that
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of bus operation
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transfer,
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transit
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highway

for high speed

over the long

haul and then back on the streets again for distribution of their load at
the usual street stops." The Los Angeles City Planning Commission recently
published a study of bus routes and loads that would be feasible on some of the parkways in this area.
Further
analysis of data collected by the Regional Planning Commission's Transportation
Planning Project should also help
in reaching conclusions on this subject.
It can also be seen that many questions
functions

that
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of right-of-way

will have
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on having a fairly complete
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This comprehensive
report deals with an analysis
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difficulties,

public works

successful

the details

studied.

may be held that this is not the function
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local policy and

in Connecticut,
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for such
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be paid for by Federal
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be a great

freeways

local and state agencies,

large
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program.

Up to the present,
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the legal
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better
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anticipated,
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yet few appreciate

program.

imperative,

efforts to solve the problems

for what is in effect a National

of a Federal
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for use at the earliest
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outline

lease

planning

make

as to form a working

sity of "the creation
purpose

at least

laws of this State

of approach

needed

is not, for the most part,

should

California already has legislation providing for the acquisition
by the State. The possibilities of expanding
and liberalizing

be so presented

points in the general
lands

bodies

rights-of-way,

to make it law, ready

methods

construction

procedure

With

of financing

early

A freeway plan effectively established would contain as part of its recommendations
a
program for construction. A program of this type is made not so much for the purpose of
establishing actual priority as to enable the administering and governing bodies to anticipate in general the amount of funds to be required from year to year, and to proceed with
acquisition at the most favorable times. Out of such a program inevitably evolves a priority schedule, since it is impossible to begin on all parts of the system at once.
A rough schedule can indeed be made even now, even· in the absence of a master plan
representing full agreement of all parties. For it must be recognized that certain freeway
routes are already being constructed and that working drawings and land acquisition are
under way on others.

Whether or not these particular projects would be proposed at all or be given
first attention in a master plan being created anew, from whole cloth, is of no
consequence.
As a matter of fact, they are so "natural"
and economically
"useful" that they would unquestionably
rank high in any schedule.
These existing freeways compose
any and all systems.

a pre~priority

group

and

form the essential

nucleus

of

To create a system of freeways it will next be necessary to join up these prepriority routes, in order that we may gain the greatest usefulness immediately
from the heavy initial investment.
Addition of certain other strategic routes'
then needed to round out a system that will provide (. ,ninimum coverage to all
parts of the county.
Some of these projects are the ones that connect with
state and national highways.
These Initial Development
routes, when approved
by all the highway and planning agencies, should compose the freeway portion
of the Post-War Public Works Program for the region.

As the need and opportunity
become more apparent
in the future still more
projects will be added from time to time, while adjustments
will doubtless be
made in many of the routes as first projected.
Shown here are extensions to
form the Basic Plan.

The ultimate plan will perhaps
true freeways,
a supplementary

include
group

in addition to an extended
of other ways with access

system
limited

of
in

varying
degree.
For the entire system adequate
right-of-way
should be
assembled
as far in advance
as practicable;
development
would then take
place as required by the demands of traffic at that time ...
We find then that while many details are clouded by uncertainty
theless set up a tentative plan which may be adopted
as apart
Plan while the final plan is growing.

we can neverof the Master
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Freeway routes should be so located as to interfere as little as possible with neighborhood
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by various agencies.
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THIS
ENTIRE
POLICY
V'IEWED
AS LONG-RANGE

SHOULD
BE
PLANNING

There is no pre-determined
time of beginning, nor is there any
reason for statement of a time of completion. Events will determine
these factors; it is up to the planners to prepare the plans and
establish the base upon which the future construction can be built.
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freeall
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of a continuous

strands.

The Arroyo Seco Parkway (1940) from Pasadena to downtown Los Angeles,
was the first unit completed between two major centers of population
in this
region.
Handling large volumes of automobiles at high speed with a very low
accident rate, it has already justified the cost of construction.
In 1941, the
average daily flow of automobiles over this six-mile parkway was 33,QOO cars.
The cost of construction was $5,048,487 and the cost of the present 'work
doubling the facilities north of Castelar Street will be about $2,600,000.

The Cahuenga Pass portion of a freeway through Hollywood to San Fernando
Valley points has been completed for about two years.
Criticisms of this
"freeway"
are, in the long view, unwarranted,
for here we have merely a
portion of a freeway, not in itself complete.
Preliminary detailed plans provide
for extending this project both northerly and southerly.
Appropriations
have
already
been made for the extension northerly
to Vineland Avenue, and
$2,500,000 have been budgeted for beginning work upon the section of Santa
Monica and Ramona Parkways from Vermont Avenue to Aliso Street.
The'
present mile-and-a-half
section cost $1,707,000, and the extensions described
here are estimated to cost $12,875,000.

Ramona Freeway is now being built as a conversion of an existing highway.
The completion of the Aliso Street bridge across the Los Angeles River will
open a section of freeway from Vignes Street to Indiana Street in the City of
Los Angeles.
Rights-of-way have been acquired and plans are complete for
the section east of Indiana Street. The ultimate length will be thirty-one miles,
to the City of Pomona, where connection with freeways to be built in San
Bernardino County will be made. The twenty-five mile extension easterly from
Indiana Street will cost approximately
$20,000,000.

The Santa Ana Freeway, too, is partly under construction. That portion which
branches from Ramona Freeway, east of the Los Angeles River, is being built
as a part of the Ramona Freeway interchange
structure.
The next section
southeasterly, in Boyle Heights, is now under construction in conjunction with
development of the Pico Gardens Housing Project. Land acquisition and plan
preparation
for the remainder of its thirty miles to Santa Ana in Orange
County are now under way, at an estimated cost of $26,000,000.

That section of the proposed
Street is already advanced to
of the right-of-way
within the
project will create a freeway
temporary
connection toward

Los Angeles River Freeway south of Artesia
the stage where approximately
forty per cent
City of Long Beach has been acquired.
This
from Ninth Street, Long Beach, northerly to a
Los Angeles via Atlantic Boulevard.

these
five elements
form the controlling

nucleus for whatever

system is finally developed.

When these pre-priority routes are plotted on a map it can readily be seen that the next
progressive step is to join them so as to form a continuous system. To these should then
be added several routes to connect major national highway routes through this county
and to make connection to the several major airports. The Regional Planning Commission,
in presenting this report recommends that the following routes should be considered as
forming the initial elements in a final system still to be devised and seeks approval for the
early adoption of this group as the first Freeway Section of the Master Plan .

• • completed or under wa)
•

ARROYO

SECO

Los Angeles

•

HOLLYWOOD

•

RAMONA

FREEWAY
County

SANT A ANA
to Orange

•

from Castelar Street,
Street, Pasadena.

PARKWAY from Highland Avenue
to Vineland Avenue, Santa Monica Parkway from
Vermont Avenue to Figueroa Street, and Ramona
Freeway from Figueroa Street to Vignes Street.
Bernardino

•

PARKWAY

to Glenarm

FREEWAY

from
boundary.

County

LOS ANGELES
Street,

from Vignes
boundary.

RIVER

Street

Ramona

San

Freeway

FREEWAY

from
Drive.

Long Beach, to Atlantic

to

Ninth

r

additional proiect!
•

HOLL YWOOD

PARKWAY

to Highland Avenue
to Ventura Parkway.

•

LOS ANGELES

•

VENTURA

PARKWAY

OL YMPIC
Santa

•

•

FIGUEROA

from
from

PARKWAY

Figueroa

from

PARKWAY

(Newhall

Pass) to Orange

INGLEWOOD

PARKWAY

Parkway

to

Castelar

Street

to

from
Tunnel
Station
County boundary.
from Figueroa Parkway

Parkway.

MONICA

Parkway

Parkway

Harbor.

SEPULVEDA

SANTA

Hollywood

Freeway.

to Sepulveda

•

Avenue
Avenue

Parkway.

PARKWAY
Ana

Los Angeles

•

from Vermont
from Vineland

RIVER FREEWAY
from
Atlantic
Drive to Santa Ana Freeway and from Arroyo
Seco Parkway to Hollywood Parkway at Ventura
Parkway.
to Sepulveda

•

and

PARKWAY

to Sepulveda

from

Hollywood

Parkway.

There will doubtless be some minor adjustments to be made in the final alinement of each
project, but such matters of detail can be settled by coordinated efforts on the part of the
agencies involved. No attempt has been made to list these projects in order of importance.

•

Hollywood Parkway

must be considered for early development,'in

the full benefit of heavy initial investment.
from Vermont Avenue to the Cahuenga

order to get

The second step would fill in the link

Pass portion already

four miles in length, cost of this section has been estimated,

constructed.

Nea'r1y

by the City Engineer

of Los Angeles, at $11,490,000.

•
't

~
,

The Los Angeles River Freeway will serve the San Fernando

Los Angeles-Long Beach Harbor, as well as twenty-six cities and towns along its route.
This proposed

i

freeway

is approximately

mated to be approximately

i

r

Valley and the

thirty miles long and the cost has been esti-

$23,000,000.

(Los Angeles

River Freeway

Feasibility

Report, RPC, 1941.) Comp~etion of the portion southerly of Santa Ana Freeway would
connect Long Beach to central Los Angeles, and via the Arroyo Seco, to Pasadena.

II

•

Figueroa Parkway

(the West By-Pass, as shown in the plans of the Trans-

portation

Board and City Planning

Engineering

Seco Parkway

through

downtown

Commission) extends the Arroyo

Los Angeles to, San Pedro via a line adjacent

to Figueroa Street.

•

Olympic Parkway,
to Sepulveda

Parkway

and Venice Boulevard.

when completed,

along a line parallel

to Eighth Street, Olympic Boulevard,

The portion of this freeway included here is in agreement

with the plan of the Transportation
collector for many heavily traveled

•

will extend from the Santa Ana Freeway

Engineering
east-west

Board.

This route will act as a

traffic arteries.

Sepulveda Parkway will extend from Tunnel Station, north of San Fernando,
Inglewood,
Long Beach.

continuing on a diagonal

alinement to Orange

This route provides a necessary

Angeles Metropolitan

to

County in the vicinity of

by-pass around the center of the Los

Area and makes excellent connections with state and national

highways outside Los Angeles County.

•

Inglewood Parkway will form a direct connection from downtown Los Angeles
to Inglewood and the Los Angeles Municipal Airport.

It will also improve accessi-

bility to the West Bay cities.

•

Ventura Parkway, generally parallel to Ventura Boulevard, together with its
connection to the Hollywood Parkway, will bring traffic from the west into Hollywood
and the center of Los Angeles, and by way of the Los Angeles River Freeway to
Glendale, Long Beach and Orange County.
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The routes that will carry traffic into and out of the Los Angeles
Central Business District assume a familiar radial pattern, determined largely by topography.
This primary regional
influence,
that caused the original development
continues to operate,
putting these
most obviously,

urgently

of this center
freeway
routes

where it is,
among the

needed.

The Los Angeles-Long
Beach Harbor, with its terminal characteristics, involving interchange
of truck, rail and ship cargo, will be
provided with freeways connecting
it to all parts of the region.
Over these freeway routes travelers as well as agricultural
produce
and

industrial

materials

can

be

moved

with

The cities and beaches of Santa Monica Bay
more direct connections
to both the central
and to the other centers of population
in the
recreational
value of these cities to the people
be more fully and comfortably
realized when
beaches more accessible.

great

efficiency.

have long needed
Los Angeles area
county. The great
of the region will
freeways make the

For through
traffic - national,
state or intercommunity
adequate
system of by-pass routes has yet been developed
carry traffic around the congested
centers of the region.

no
to

This is one of the strongest arguments
for freeways.
Several bypass highways
recently built at conside~able
cost, but without
the "freeway"
protection of their frontage,
have become nearly
as congested
as the older routes and the centers that were bypassed.
The freeway plan recognizes
these shortcomings
in th!:!
highway system and deliberately
provides routes to fill the need.

In general,
the freeway
routes in the ultimate plan are so located that they will provi
traffic centers in the region.
Shown here ore graphic
analyses
of the lines that lead
Similar diagrams
could easily be made .for many other centers in the region.
It will
routes

appear

in

each

system

shown

here.

service to ~'IIof the mojor
four imP9rfetnf objectives.
noted that several of the

Presented below is the proposal for an ultimate
the Regional Planning Commission.
Two important

points

regarding

plan

this plan

of freeways

must be clearly

to serve the region,

as conceived

by

understood:

(1) This plan includes freeways which will be needed for the orderly development
of the region
as a whole. It anticipates a population of about six million people in Los Angeles County
at an unspecified date. If the population
eventually exceeds this figure doubtless other freeway routes will be added to the framework. On the other hand many of the freeways shown
here may not be needed for many years, until the population
does approach
six million.
Again,
not included
in this regional plan are many 'meritorious
projects that will be
needed
within, and to serve mainly, smaller segments of the county.
A number of such
routes are included
in the Master
Plan of Parkways adopted
by the Los Angeles City
Planning Commission.
Other cities may from time to time develop plans for projects within
their own limits; such routes can easily be connected advantageously
to this Regional framework, as in Los Angeles.
(2) The routes shown in this plan are in the main not exactly fixed.
Deviations in course
several blocks to a mile, may be expected a s the details are worked out later on.

of

ultimate
plan

reeway system to work to greatest advantage
the highways and local
be designed to act as feeders, and as distributors to and from local
ies. It can be seen that not all travel will be on freeways and that the surface
ys will have a definite function to perform. In reality our aim is to provide for
pe of traffic movement an appropriate
type of road:
eway taking the long distance,
providing

for local

uninterrupted

intercommunity

movements;
travel

and connection

to free-

has a definite service to perform,- and the component parts
tly if they are not required to serve purposes for which

indicates diagrammatically
the types of traffic ways, and
of community development.
The diagram is not
rely indicates the process of movement from the
highways and then to the freeways, as would
and feeder system.
Well placed, carefully designed entranc
.its proper, active part in the freeway plan.

nd exits will cause the feeder system to take

This gradation of traffic loads indicates the
s of varying types of pavement; the
resulting savings in pavement costs on minor str t and highways will pay for part of
the freeway improvement.
As each freeway route is detailed and approaches
co s
design the connections to the various highways in the
s r Plan with the foregoing
diagrammatic scheme as a model. Some highways, like m n I
connected to the freeway at all but will be carried over or un~r
grade separation.
In other cases a relatively simple con ctio
for only a single traffic movement, as indicated by th traffic s
population density of the neighborhoods tapped or serv, d. In so e
interchange structures, like the elaborate clover-leaf or
The construction of the freeway system, then, will resul
as the basic highway system is revised to take advantage
the freeways.

A freeway

must offer many opportunities

a~d quickly find adequate
industrial or recreational

parking
districts.

for vehicles to leave it

space in busy commercial,
Otherwise the freeway

load would only increase our most aggravated
The time gained

on the freeway

congestion produced

traffic proble

would be lost in the g

.

ater

One ca

within the business district.

imagine cars "backing

traffic

up" on the freeway itself and int

the constant flow of traffic if there are too few
freeway.

Failure to provide adequate

termin

speed the decline of central business distri
more and

more avoid

the crowded

terminals of super-planned
freeway
rtant.

business district ~ is
ngestion.

to

This load, too,

be

s streets leading to enough fr

spread out on eno
entrances

from the central

Thus it becomes eviden

em must incorporate

within its plan tminal

mg of sufficient outlets leading

into stre ts for

across the business district as well as su
areas to accommodate

all the vehicles that will n

stored within the area. The entrances and exits fo
parking areas must also be so arranged

that they do no

movement on the streets carrying traffic off the freeway.
prove necessary

to provide direct connections

from free

parking area, without use of the surface streets.
Conflict between

traffic entering

or leaving

parking

traffic moving along the streets can be reduced
one-way

streets in some cases.

Constant

separated

traffic is a principle

of freeway

10

and

by the

flow of direct
operation,

e of
Q

a

ally
the

extension of this principle through a distribution system is 10 :ally
as much warranted

as it is in the freeway system itself. Thi

not imply that all streets should be one-way streets.

In Ne

streets adjacent

to freeways are so controlled and lessen t

of interchange

structures, since simpler ways to get on a

the freeway prove sufficient.

~
,

A diagra •.•..
rnati

example

is indicated in
plan for actual

design bel
. The Regional Planning Commission is not yet willing to recommend this
pplication. B sic data for actual studies of this type, gathered in the Transportation

Planning

Proje

and use of par
area of variou
(See inventory

but whose

blication

g space, cia

fication of parkers,

approxi,

ately

the proportion

conditions,

and freeways

include present

capacity

relation of parking demand to traffic volume, drawing

of existing

parking

parking

and other pertinent

subjects.

facilities in a typical

business

offices, would f

ther simplify

liThe provision

and National Policy, "is a public
f parking f i1ities," according to Transportation
d public acti,
should be taken to assure adequate off-street accommodations as a part
blic ownership of parking lots has already been legally recognized and
way plan."

arking habits.
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areas

to be em1.' sized, however, is that these facilities are unrelated, as to location, size,
sand metho
of control. It should be possible to plan a coordinated system by grouprelated lots
d providing for unified services to people entering the area. A widely
j
system of tar s and regulations would discourage bargain parking lot hunters from
ibution street
Uniform validation of parking checks by retail stores and professional

responsibility ,

,

by war-time

parking

district. The pit
regulations, tar
ing the many
known, unifor
clogging the di

of the urban hi

&;

is prevented

streets in connecting

pes of busi'1 ss, possibilities for more off-street
Business Dis cf Studies, p.49.)

The sketch ind ates

~

of , ssible use of one-way

>
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lots are being operated by many cities. The advantages of publicly owned parking lots are clearly seen
in case of freeways or parkways financed by tolls, as proposed by the Transportation Engineering Board.
Where tolls are collected on the freeway, a ticket stub serving as a parking lot check in any lot in the
system would be a convenience to the motorist and a strong inducement for willingness to pay the toll. By
this means a maximum of order could be planned for in the terminal area.
Lastly, in developing

these

freeway

parking

systems consideration

should be given to the economic

possibility of parking buildings so well presented in the Traffic Survey of the Automobile Club of
of Southern 'California in 1937. Whether parking lots or multi-story garages are to be used, the parking
space needs to be definitely

planned

as a detail

in the freeway

design.

Another aspect of the terminal character of a central district lies in the probability of bus operation over
the freeways. The Los Angeles City Planning Commission report, Mass Transit Facilities and the Master
Plan of Parkways, takes the view that parkway bus lines will, at least in part, replace street railway lines.
The number of buses coming into the central district in that case would inevitably create a new downtown traffic problem. A bus system of such magnitude would certainly require far more carefully and
extensively planned terminal and transfer accommodations
than can be provided on our downtown
streets. Here again, the design and construction of the bus terminals would logically be done best if
recognized from the beginning as an integral part of the freeway system.

,r-

Essential to the perfection
to a series of freeway

of a detailed

freeway

plan is conformity

standards.

Standards in this instance does not imply standardization.
at this time to fix definite standards
of lane or radius of curvature
New developments

Attempts

for thickness of pavement,

would probably

width

be a waste of time.

in the mechanics of either the vehicle or the roadway

will doubtless

produce material changes in such details in the 'next few years.
By standards,

we mean here, essentials of the fundamental

way for each movement - to be applied
that adequate

rights-of-way

freeway principle - a separate

when each freeway

may be acquired.

alinement

is designed

so

And rather than concern ourselves with

the exact dimensions we are anxious to describe as simply as possible the details which
are necessary,
Probably

in varying forms, to make freeway traffic really free.

the two features

most apparent

to the motorist on the freeway are the dividing

strips and the various types of grade separations.
could be determined
particular

needs.

rather easily, but it is more important to design each segment for its

On a complete freeway,

fully, because no opportunity

extremely

lanes at grade separations,
Board.

narrow strips can be used success-

is given for any crossing or turning

cases, however, a wide strip may be required

tation Engineering

A minimum width for dividing strips

to accommodate

movements.

In some

the various interchange

or even rapid transit rail lines as proposed

by the Transpor-

Other plans call for gasoline service stations within such a wide"

strip. On some types of limited access highways where the freeway principle is less rigidly
applied,

such as Fritz Malcher's Steadyflow

designed

to. provide

shelter for cars making

be enough to accommodate
Grade

separations

publicized

system, the center dividing strips should be
U-turns, in which case the width

must

such a turning movement with safety.

and their accompanying

in serious presentation

interchange

structures

have been so much

as well ,as by the highly successful fun-making of car-

toonists that it may seem unnecessary
of the types used should be helpful.

to examine

them here.

Nevertheless

an outline

Not every street will cross the freeway,
local streets or highways
borhood
tion

circulation.

will

Under

can be provided,

forming

this type 'of
simple

or another

in changing

are

left turns as well

clover-leaf

remaining
that:

can be used.

is evident.

a

low

as straight

interchange
all

f::i' through

above

provides

turns

begin

traffic.

other

for

both

and

thus

movements,

for

as

all

right

The confusion

it) in order

that

during

to the clover-leaf
turns from

the ramp

action;

are

which

made

type of interc~ange.

are

Bel Geddes

1940,

presented

several

design

but

certain

extensive

displayed

pub-

In this

the right-hand

basic

"natural"

from the center of the freeway,

of interchange.

in advance
applicable

of

present

movements;

Fair
This

freeway'

to freeways.

but it goes a step farther

traffic

con-

required.

at the New York World's

features

scheme requires 3-level separations,

are

is

than on the

lie in the greater

structures

a new type

proposals

do now on our streets and

from

are many times greater

in the Futurama,

1939 and

eloquently

is the universal.
made

The·objections

Norman

design

the turn

before the intersecting highway

costs, since much more

during

and (3) the radii

small, making

has been

interchange

struction

others by recognizing

lane

the past few years.

the freeway

reached, and radii of curvature

had

movements,
center

the cross road-

to approach

has resulted

case also all

are

the

with this interchange

on the inside loops are frequently

but they

possible

turns,

into the cross street; (2) the necessity to turn to

by scores of cartoons

clover-leaf

small,

by

through

The difficulties

An alternate

lanes,

one

is crossed

necessary to provide

the right to make a left turn is not a natural

licized

since only

to the left must pass beyond

or below

provides for entrance

difficult.

of

costs for

structures are required.

that

of curvature

route,

The simplicity

Construction

freeway

routes it may become

(1) vehicles turning

way (either

branches from a freeway

Where

traffic

reqL;:r2s

without

comparatively

right and

but

separa-

intersection

important

The

grade

freeway

is required.

more elaborate

a simple

of

neigh-

over or under the freeway,

directions

structure

bridge

existing

to the freeway.

a Y, the braided

movement

to maintain

these conditions

either

the expense of connections

Where a highway

but in many cases continuity

be required

The

than the

left turns turn left,

and right turns to the right, just as they

highways.

Other
forms of interchange
have b
developed
and we may expect time
ingenuity
to produce
still better ones ..
the meantime
the freeway
system m
incorporate
at each point the method b
suited to the particular
circumstances.

PLANTED

DIVIDING

STRIPS

Dividing strips are not new to road design. Their first use as a means of
beautification
soon led to recognition of their effectiveness
in separating
oppQsing traffic, and in masking with shrubbery
the blinding glare of
headlights.
"The separation
of opposing traffic lanes has been one of
the most successful methods of accident
prevention
on heavy traffic
routes," it was stated in Highway Research Abstracts, October, 1927.

LANE

COLORING

lane striping has notably increased highway safety in recent years. The
practice of developing
traffic lanes of different colors offers additional
advantages
in this regard.
The use of light grey concrete and blac~
There is no reason why concrete
premix has been the normal variant.
coloring materials could not be used in the future in coloring traffic lanes,
to differentiate
between through lanes and deceleration
lanes. Uniform
practice in this detail would result in simple marking of exit and entry
features and assist greatly in regulation
of speeds in various lanes.

BORDER

TREATMENT

Park-like development
of a wide border along the freeway
is a real
aid to free flow of traffic and also tends to stabilize adjacent
property
values.
Dense planting will insulate abutting
private grounds from the
noise and fumes of vehicles using the freeway.
Careful selection of plant
material will provide a scenic setting for both the freeway and its bordering properties.
Use of native plants which are drought-resistant
can
preserve a naturalistic landscape
without prohibitive cost. The fence for
the right-of-way
is placed, of course, within this border area.

EMERGENCY

PARKING

Parking will be prohibited
on the freeway.
But there are, of course,
occasions when stopping cannot be avoided,
and for this reason there
should be some provision for emergency
parking.
Under some eastern
conditions it has been found satisfactory to permit emergency
parking on
the grass shoulder at any point. Since this practice would probably
be
unsatisfactory
in Southern
California,
it would appear
necessary
to
prepare
graveled
or lightly paved parking bays in the shoulder area
at points of maximum safety.
To be effective they would have to be
almost regularly
spaced,
conspicuously
marked
and approached
by
distinctive deceleration
lanes, in order that the motorist would be aware
that such an opportunity
for stopping
is always within range when
it is needed.

No agreement
has been reached
in regard to the future restrictions as
to type of vehicle permitted to use the freeways in this region. Until this
question is settled the design of the pavement
and· the various features
should follow standards
which would permit maximum possible variations
in types of vehicles permitted to use the roadways.
Accommodation
of
either buses or heavy trucks will require somewhat
heavier pavements
than if light "pleasure"
vehicles only are permitted.
Wl'iere buses are
permitted they must, of course, be required to leave th~ freeway proper
for loading and unloading.
This can be aCGomplished in various ways if
the design is carefully made.

~Jli
.#

INGRESS

and

EGRESS

Fundamental
to the successful operation of a freeway system is the limitation of the number of points of ingress and egress; further, everyone
must be so designed that vehicles cannot enter the freeway going in the
The location of entrance
and exit points, as well as
wrong direction.
interchange
facilities, will be determined
by detailed
studies, based on
traffic survey data and the location of existing and proposed
centers of
industry, commerce, recreation and residence.
These points of access will
be planned to .form the highway routes and local streets into a feeder
and distributor system.

SERVICE

SPEED LIMITS
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

?

M.P.H

M.P. H

STATIONS

Where the width of available
right-of-way
permits, the freeway
can
advantageously
be designed
to include gasoline service station sites at
reasonably
spaced intervals.
Service stations are really a necessity for
efficient use of the freeway: besides selling gasoline and oil they should
provide for emergencies
with tow-cars, telephone,
fire extinguishers
and
first aid that would otherwise be unavailable
on the freeway.
Since they
would be owned completely
by the freeway authority,
no question of
architectural
control of private property
is involved.
In eastern states,
service stations,
within the freeway
rightcof-way
and
harmoniously
designed, have been operated satisfactorily
by concessionaires.
Complete
control of the conduct, appearance,
signs, etc., is thus retained.
Finally,
the concession is valuable and is a source of revenue that helps to pay
for the freeway.

SPEED

LIMITS

Maximum a~d minimum speed limits have been established
on certain
freeways in order to provide for the most efficient movement of a great
volume of traffic. Traffic engineers have cautioned freeway planners not
to be misled by statutory
speed limits, however, in designing
sections
for specific speeds.
Ordinarily
the freeway
should be designed
for
unlimited speed, but where restrictions of right-of-way,
topography
or
similar factors require operation
at lower than normal speeds, the limit
should be conspicuously
posted at the points affected.

No commercial signs can be permitted on the freeway in any case, but
the size and location of signs guiding motorists to their destinations
are
of great importance.
Signs to guide traffic through interchanges
must
be simple and clear so that flow will not be retarded by indecision on the
part of motorists.
Directional signs should be large enough to be easily
read at high speeds, and preliminary
signs located at some distance
ahead of the interchanges
have been found necessary so that transition
from through
lanes to deceleration
lanes is made without disturbing
through movements.
The technique
of using these signs is progressing
rapidly.
LIGHTING
Headlight
glare has caused several methods of control to be studied.
Three major suggestions
have been made: (1) the use of shrubbery
in
dividing strips to· mask out headlights
of approaching
vehicles; (2) use
of polarized
glass, in windshields
and head lamps, which dims direct
lights without sacrificing roadway illumination; and (3) adequate
lighting
of 1he freeway so that vehicles could be required to drive with parking
lights. Some combination
of all three of these methods will undoubtedly
be necessary.
Becau e f relatively
high uniform speed on freeways
the matter is of even grl!!'ater importance
than on ordinary
highways,
although in man cas's'lte
same solution for the problem will be used.

The Master Plan for a system of freeways,

even when adopted

offi-

cially and followed up by precise plans and a schedule of construction, cannot be considered as really complete until one more step has
been taken.

A program of building freeways will include also a plan

for financing the projects.
Several

factors make it virtually impossible to prepare

Estimates based on careful study of individual
Engineer, are available

routes, prepared

program

at this time.

by the Los Angeles

for about 90 miles of projects in the initial development

Beyond this point, however,
costs can be anticipated

a complete

cost estimates

prepared

City

program.

now, when neither labor nor material

with any confidence, will be subject to wide fluctuation.

the urgency

of public works in general

employment

after the w~r, and while we may be able to foresee how large this need may

become,

we cannot

will be profoundly

influenced

Secondly,

by the need for

yet see how large a share of it can be met by private enterprise.

Thirc;lly, the source of funds for such public works is unpredictable;

with federal

taxation

mounting there is strong pressure to reduce the taxes of lower jurisdictions.
We must expect the present low level of gasoline tax collections to be continued for at least
a year.or two after the close of the war, and in any case repairs and additions to our highway system will require most of these funds; certainly
freeways.

Some federal assistance to a freeway

they cannot

be used exclusively

building program can be expected,

cannot gauge the amount now, for other reconstruction

for

but we

problems, both domestic and foreign,

may be more acute.
It is therefore

difficult to say where the money to build the freeways

much will be available

or how much will be needed.

What will it cost us not to build freeways?

In preparing

question constantly in mind. For while the post-war
large as present conditions indicate,
depression

years of the early thirties.

it will probably

employment

problem

with public works plans ready

and these public works must be genuinely
production and better living.

The subject of the cost of freeways

even if we cannot make detailed

may not be so

be at least as large as that of the

to our public plant that promote increased

Freeways fulfill this requirement.
approached,

for the future we must keep this

We must be prepared

to be used, when needed to provide employment,
useful - additions

is coming from, how

estimates at this time.

must therefore

be

The relative

cost of freeways

is greatly

influenced

by the choice of alinement,

factor affects the cost of both the land and construction.

A right-of-way cutting diagonally

across built-up urban lands will cost far more than one crossing open country.
time the urban route will require
may require considerably

more grade

more elaborate

separations

landscape

for this

and interchange

At the same

structures and

treatment.

The Bureau of Public Roads estimates in Toll Roads and Free Roads that, on the average,
freeways
areas.

will cost $1,158,400
The variations

lanes required,
separations

per mile in urban

result principally

amount of grading,

required

areas

from differences

railroads

Engineering

in cost of right-of-way,

costs are obscure since both right-of-way

and bridge

structures

Freeways

park develop-

are estimated

to cost about

region are, with only a few exceptions,

In order to get a preliminary
the first stage, extension
a cost of about

throughout

too highly developed

of existing freeways,

$55,000,000.

To complete

to

the nation.

to 1he freeway

such estimates as can

routes proposed

55 miles of new freeway

the Initial Development

tion of 108 more miles, mainly of more expensive
$243,000,000.

The fact is that "rural"

idea of the overall size of our program

be made at this time have been applied

per mile, through

in earlier

$800,000 per mile, each including both urban and rural sections.
with typical rural areas

of

cost about $840,000 per mile but the true

ments could be used. The Santa Ana and Ramona

be comparable

number of

The Hollywood Parkway is estimated

Board to require about $3,000,000

Arroyo Seco Parkway

areas in this metropolitan

per mile in rural

and streams.

Examples in this region exhibit even more variation.
entirely urban territory.

$63,450

number of access points, and number and character

at highways,

by the Transportation

and

in the plan.

In

are proposed,

at

Plan requires the addi-

urban sections, bringing the total cost to

Completion of the Basic Plan with an additional

103 miles would raise the

total cost at that stage to $403,000,000.
This is a large sum, to be sure, but it does not yet approach
invested in our streets and highways,
of $20,000,000

per year.

require an average

If spread

expenditure

same as ann~al expenditures
assume that these freeways
from streets to freeways.

the $600;000,000

mainly during the past thirty years,
over a thirty-year

of $13,400,000

or an average

period this freeway

per year.

already

system would

While this amount is about the

for all streets and highways in the past few years, we cannot
can be built merely by transferring

our attention

For we must continue to build, repair and maintain

and highways with these funds.

and funds
local streets

But the necessity for publiC' works to provide employment
part of the post-war period.
freeways

We should be prepared,

in the Initial Development

for the sake of employment.
ture of about

therefore,

to construct at least those

Plan during the first five or six years, if they are needed

Totaling $243,000,000

$40,000,000,

may be most acute during the first

an amount

far

this would require an annual expendi-

beyond

any

highway

program

to which

we are accustomed.

There are many possible ways of financing

and amortizing

present

practice

for the construction

biennial

budget

in California

of the State Division of Highways.

for this purpose
the restoration
curtailed.)

is to provide

come principally
of normal

gasoline

consumption,

The

of specific~ units in the

The funds allocated

from gas tax collection.

tire and

a system of freeways.

to the Division

(For the next few years,

until

this source will be drastically

All of the present construction work has been financed mainly in this way.

In the east, other methods have been used.

In Westchester

County,

N. Y., the parkways

were built by the County Park Commission, by means of bond issues. Authorities have been
established

such as the Port of New York Authority, or the Triborough Bridge Authority, and

bond issues have provided funds for the acquisition
highways.

Refinancing

in some cases afforded

of land and construction of the express

of R.F.C. loans, when cheaper

private capital

large savings to the Authorities.

invested, in the cases of the toll bridges and their related
tized at a rapid
Although
California

Private

became available,

capital

highways,

has thus been

and it is being amor-

rate.

not favored

in recent years,

state,

to fin<;mce highway construction;

tion of the sal') Francisco Bay bridges,

local or district bonds

have been

used in

the only recent use of bonds was in construc-

where tolls are successfully amortizing

the bonds.

But there is no reason to think that tolls must be used to retire a bond issue. "Concerning
the question of whether bonds should be serviced
answer,"

according

type of facility.

to Transportation

and

National

Po/icy,

The collection of cash tolls on any extensive

stitute a barrier to efficient highway operations;
projects have generally
alternatives

by motor-vehicle

been a highly satisfactory

taxes or by tolls, the

"depends

largely

upon the

scale would obviously

yet such payments

for special

con-

high-cost

financial method, and in most cases the

are not so much the use of tolls or some other revenue sources, but rather the

use of tolls or the abandonment

of the project.

"Tolls, of course, need not be paid in cash. It is quite possible that a regional super-highway
system might be financed through the sale of special plates or stickers which would permit
admission to the super-highway

system.

the toll principle embodied

Except in limited cases, however,

in the collection of highway-user

continue as the basis of supplying funds to service revenue

bonds ...

it appears

taxes

that
must

"

Toll Roads and Free Roads indicates that there are few freeways which could be constructed
with assurance of bei!'lg wholly amortized on a toll basis; the charges thought feasible work
out to an average of 1Y2 cents per vehicle mile. Further study in the Los Angeles region
may reveal that toll operation would be practicable on certain routes of unusual character
or where some arrangement might be made for coupling terminal parking charges and tolls.
The possibility of establishing a freeway or parkway authority for this region has been
discussed recently, and various agencies are studying this subject. Transportation and
National Policy goes a step farther than this, saying, "The immediate necessity for removing
legal and financial obstacles to land acquisition calls for the establishment of a Federal
land authority empowered to acquire and finance right-of-way for the States and local
jurisdictions to repurchase on a time-payment basis."
Greatly expanded

financing of public works after the war will probably

be undertaken

by

the federal government, and it is anticipated that this will be the largest single assistance
in the development of a freeway system. It must be recognized that local agencies may be
called upon to contribute a share of the costs, probably the acquisition of the land, as has
been the case in certain public housing projects. They probably will also be required to
bear the cost of preparing plans and the general supervision of the work:
It has been suggested that, with the undoubtedly growing understanding of and demand for
freeways on the part of the public, it might even be feasible for the state, a region or a
county to levy an extra cent per gallon tax on gasoline, to be used exclusively for the
acquisition and construction of freeways. On the basis of 1941 traffic conditions, such a levy
would produce about $7,000,000 per year for Los Angeles County,. There will be, of course,
many objections to so increasing the load on the motorist, and on the sale of gasoline, but
it would nevertheless appear to furnish an equitable way of distributing the burden while
raising substantial amounts. Because of the great size of this region thousands of tourists
enjoying the benefits of our freeways would contribute directly to their creation. Our own
citizens would also benefit in reduced congestion on highways and, if the freeways are
opened

to commercial traffic, in sp~edier mass transportation

and delivery of goods.

If the public is interested enough in having freeways to be willing to pay for them at least in
part in this way, the proposal is of great significance for it offers a means of taking
immediate advantage
of the probability that federal funds will ~e made available
upon the basis of substantial

local contributions.

Let us assume for the moment that Los Angeles

County could raise by bonds,

gasoline tax, by some other means, or by a combination
$7,000,000

per year.

of all methods, a freeway

We might then expect state and federal

than match this, producing about $17,000,000

freeway

If the cities together

contributions

from time

projects within their own limits. In fact, they are doing so now.

furnished a little more than a million dollars a year on the average,
routes in thirteen years.

This assumed program

a normal rate of progress

might be considered

If post-war dislocations

there is no way of knowing

of funds for post-war

proper

which they will be.
should be devoted

redevelopment

for the region is only a part of the larger
in all of its many phases.

This is not the

place to urge or discuss either the need or machinery for a post-war reserve fund.

But one important

step in financing

post-war

operations

should be taken now.

The technicians of the various planning and road building agencies,
should be authorized
freeways

now to prepare

in the Initial Development

preliminary
Program.

could hardly more than make a beginning
should then be expanded
plans.

The sources may

building them at a rate faster than normal.

Finding the money with which to build freeways
problem

at this date

the source, some of the funds used to combat unemployment

to freeways,

under

produce widespread

other funds must be drawn upon to provide employment.

be local, state or federal;
Whatever

to indicate

of normal times and employment.

unemployment

more

a year to apply toward the freeway program.

we would then be able to build the Initial Development

conditions

fund of

funds to somewhat

Various cities in the county should also be able to make substantial
to time to advance

by special

immediately,

The amounts of money required

of the freeways
nation's post-war

program

detailed

on the job.

Their organization

and

and

budgets

to make possible the rap'id production of detailed
for this are small - minute compared

to the costs

out of the usual sources.

If the

as called for by the President is to be successful, both federal
will have to recognize

that planning

must be done now and that the planning

manpower - not decrease

plans for the individual

Their staffs are at present depleted

themselves - and can well be provided

and local administrators
that the planning

and

state, county and city,

for re-employment

agencies

is vital,

must increase

their

it.

Only under these circumstances

can our regional planning agencies do their jobs: to work

out with care, not haste, the plans for future construction of needed, permanently

satisfqctory

THIS BOOK WILL HAVE FAILED TO
ACHIEVE ITS MAIN

UNLESS

PURPOSE

•••

It is recognized that the need tor freeways
is beyond the stage of academic argument.

A portion of the ultimate plan is officially
adopted as a Master Plan.

Sufficient funds are set up for the preparation of precise plans, estimates and essential
details, based on the Master Plan.

The Board of Supervisors
and the City
Councils immediately order their Planning
Commissions and Engineering Departments
to prepare these plans.

•

WE MUST NOT WAIT -Clarity
of purpose and
directness of approach are of vital importance.
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Maps - Vehicular Traffic Flow - Industrial
Employees, showing origin and destination
(April, 1942)
Harbor Industrial Area
West Beach Industrial Area
San Fernando Valley Industrial Area
Central Industrial Area
Downtown Industrial Area
Southeast Industrial Area

Map - Graphic Analysis 1941 Vehicular Traffic Flow Related to 1937 Flow, Metropolitan
Area (shown on p. 29).
Map - Graphic Analysis 1941 Vehicular Traffic Flow, Metropolitan Area.

Diagrams - Typical Traffic Flow - Selected
Intersections (1941). Victory Boulevard and·
Van Nuys Boulevard; Rosemead Boulevard
and Anaheim Telegraph Road; American
Avenue and State Street; Sunset Boulevard
and Figueroa Street.
Graph - Hourly variations at Master Station
(1941). 15-minute and hour period as percentage of 24-hour flow. Sunset Boulevard
and Figueroa Street; American Avenue and
State Street; Victory Boulevard and Van
Nuys Boulevard; Rosemead Boulevard and
Anaheim Telegraph Road; average of nine
Master Stations.
Graph - Monthly variation of Passenger and
Commercial Vehicles 1937-1942.
Shows
Weldon Canyon, Foothill Boulevard and
San Fernando Road, and Whittier Boulevard and Indiana Street.

PROJECT

Graph - Weekly, Monthly, Annual Vehicular
Traffic Fluctuations.
Shows nine Master
Stations (1941); Weldon Canyon, Foothill
Boulevard and San Fernando Road, and
Whittier Boulevard and Indiana Street
(1940-1942); Annual counts on State Highways by Master District 1935-1942.

Maps - Traffic Flow - Average Week Day
(Monday to Friday) adjusted to control
counts made between May 1st and November 30, 1941. Flow scale 1"
50,000
vehicles.
Metropolitan Area
Central Metropolitan Area
Central Business District and Surrounding
Area
Harbor Area

Diagrams - Typical Traffic Flow, Grade and
Separated Intersections (1941). lincoln and
Sepulveda
Boulevards; Rosemead Boulevard and Anaheim Telegraph Road; Victory
Boulevard, Victory
Place and Burbank
Boulevard; Highland Avenue and Cahuenga
Boulevard.

TABLES

Map - Vehicular Traffic Flow - Industrial
Employees Composite (April, 1942)
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Map - Vehicular Traffic Flow - Origin
of
automobiles observed parked in Business
Districts (1941)
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood V i IIage C e n t r a I Bus i n e s s .
District
Map - Origin of out-of-state cars observed
parked in Los Angeles, Long Beach, Pomona
and Westwood Village C e n t ra I Business
Districts (1941).
Map - Origin of out-of-county cars observed
parked in Los Angeles, Long Beach, Pomona
and Westwood Village Central
Business
Districts (1941).

Charts - Movement of Vehicles, Inbound and
. Outbound (1941). Showing passenger and
commercial .vehicles at each street from
6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Graphs showing:
Total Vehicle In and Out by 15-minute and
hour periods and accumulation;
Passenger
and Commercial Vehicles In and Out by
hour periods and accumulation.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District
Charts - Movement of People, Inbound and
Outbound (1941). Showing total people by
mode of transportation at each street from
6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. Graphs showing:
People by all modes of transportation
In
and Out by 15-minute and hour periods
and accumulation; People by Automobile
and Mass Transportation
In and Out by
hour periods and accumulation.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District

Graph - Cordon Characteristics (1941 ).Shows
In and Out movements by 15-minute and
hour periods from 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
and accumulation for Los Angeles, Long
Beach, Pomona, a nd Westwood Village
Central Business Districts.
Graph - Cordon Counts, Los Angeles Central
Business District 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
(1941). Shows total automobiles entering
and leaving; automobiles entering on North,
East, South and West sides of Cordon;
persons entering by mode of transportation.
AI/ data on hour period.
Maps - Curb Parking Facilities (1941). Shows
types and time limits of parking permitted
at curb.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central
Business
District
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Maps - Off-Street

Parking

Showing

parking

buildings

with parking;

imF?,roved land;
lots and

Facilities

lots;

parking
other

restricted

car capacity

(1941).

parking;

used car

of parking

facilities.

Central

Business

District

Long Beach

Central

Business

District

Central

Westwood

Business

Village

un-

Central

Shows

space

parking
each

available

from

Business

6:00

and

Use

and

AM.

(1941).

use by type of

to 6:00

P.M. for

block.

Los Angeles

Central

Business District

Long Beach

Central

Business

Pomona

Central

Westwo'od

sit travel

Business

Village

Movement

to 7:00

Los Angeles

Pedestrian

Business

Time Zones Area

District

Unserved

(1941).

Areas

Peak hour tran-

time from 7th and

(1941)i

15-minute

to 10:00

by mode

Outbound

Broadway.

and

of TransportaAccumulation

and hour periods,

6:00 AM.

P.M.

Los Angeles

Central

Business

District

Long Beach Central

Business

Dis,trict

Central

Westwood

District

Business

Village

District

Central

Business

District

Drstrict

Central

of People

Inbound,

Business

Movement
bound

Map - Sidewalk

(1941).

Central

Metropolitan

Pomona

District

AM.

Map - Transit

tion,
Facilities

Zoning

District

District Maps-Parking

Existing

Los Angeles

buildings;

buildings;

Los Angeles
Pomona

Map -

Flow (1941).

7:00

of People

and

periods,

Out-

15-minute

Central

Business

District

Central

Business

Heights

and

Los Angeles

Central

Business

District

Los Angeles

Central

Business

District

Long Beach

Central

Business

District

Long Beach

Central

Business

District

Maps -

Building

District

Inbound,

(1941)i

6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Los Angeles

P.M.

by side,

Accumulation

Predominant

Pomona

bound,

Central

Business

Village

Business

District

Westwood

by side and

and

periods,

Pomona

District

Central

of Vehicles

Outbound

15-minute

Uses (1941).

Wes1wood

Movement

6:00

Central

Business

Village

District

Central

Business
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Movement of Vehicles, by streeti Inbound and
Outbound (1941)i 15-minute periods, 6:00
A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District
Movement of Persons in Vehicles, by side and
type of vehicle, Inbound, Outbound and Accumulation (1941)i 15-minute periods, 6:00 A".M.
to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Movement of Pedestrians, by side, Inbound,
Outbound
and Accumulation
(1941)i
15minute periods 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Movement of People by Mass Transportation
by side, Inbou'nd, Outbound and Accumulation (1941); 15-minute periods, 6:00 A.M. to
10:00 P.M.
Los"Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Persons per Vehicle, by type and street,
Inbound and Outbound (1941); 15-minute
periods, 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach C~ntral Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District

Movement of people by Mode of Transportation at each street, Inbound and Outbound
(1941)i 15-minute periods, 6:00 A.M. to 10:00

P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District
Persons per vehicle, by side and type of
vehicle, Inbound and Outbound (1941)i 15minute periods, 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District
Long Beach Central Business District
Pomona Central Business District
Westwood
Village Central Business
District
Movement of People by
and Bus lines, by street,
bound (1941); 15-minute
to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central

Pacific Electric Rail
Inbound and Outperiods, 6:00 A.M.
Business District

Movement of People by Mass Transportation
other than Pacific Electric, by street, Inbound
and Outbound (1941)i 15-minute periods, 6:00
A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Central Business District

Note:" Copies of maps, charts and tables listed
here are available from the Regional
Planning Commission at cost, subject to
current military restrictions.

The Regional Planning Commission gratefully acknowledges the freely-given assistance of
many agencies and individuals in choice of photographs and other materials used in this book.
Page

7: Outer Drive, Chicago, and Pennsylvania
Association.
79th Street Cloverleaf,
Woolf.

Tumpikei

courtesy

Portland

Cement

Henry Hudson Parkway, New York CitYi courtesy Paul J.

Page 22:

Ramona Freeway Perspective based on sketch by Division of Highways, State of
California.

Page

Randall's Island Traffic Junction
Bridge Authority.

33:

Hollywood Park and Santa
Commerce.

of Triborough

Anita

Bridgei

Parki courtesy

courtesy

Los Angeles

Triborough
Chamber

of

Jones Beach State Parki courtesy Long Island State Park Commission.
Page 35:

Three photographs,
Parking Downtown, Los Angelesi courtesy Automobile Club
of Southern California.

lithographed

in Los Angeles, 1943,'by Homer H. Boelter, Ltd., lithography.
Type Composition by The Magoffin Company.
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412 McLaughlin Hall

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED.
Overdue books are subject to replacement charges.
Renewals may be made by email to:
itslib@berkeley.edu
or by phone: 510.642.3604
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